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One Voice text: from the poem “Breath” 

by Hannah Ensor

Breath

I left the biggest space for it.

Have a hard time

thinking of it. Oh it’s supposed to be

so DEEP, go all the way down. Breathe into your pelvis,

into your feet. There comes a point

when you see that none of it is bullshit after all & at that

point

no one wants to read your poems anymore. I probably

peaked

at twenty-two. The universe is a breath

& every breath a universe. Oh god I’ve done it again:

took too big a breath, bigger than “natural.” Told my friend

I wasn’t sighing at her. I’m no longer a teenager. She’s good;

she gets it.

The thing that got me hooked at first on breath

is how much warmer it is coming out than going in.

Come in, air around me! Is what I say in my mind, Come in

and I’ll do something to you

& you’ll be the same again soon.

White Ash text: from the poem “The Mothers” 

by Rebecca Morgan Frank

It is supposed to come naturally.

The way you love a boy whose father held

a gun in his own mouth, as his mother

shouted, grab it and run! And the gun cracked
against the creek rocks, then washed away.

If I had a baby, I would hold it close, erase

the cuts that severed us. I would spoon

it stories and know my love was guzzled

whole, to be spit into the future like a tin can

hurdled across the lot. Something to be

excavated, examined. Every blizzard buries

something we’ve left, or worse: what we never

had. The white ash of love is no different.

Listen, I say, and the baby nods. Sleep,

and I’ll tell you another one.

Sometimes We're All Living in a Foreign Country, 

Carnegie Mellon University Press, 2017.
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The Clockmaker’s Doll: from the poem “Descartes’ Daughter”

by Rebecca Morgan Frank

Descartes is said to have rebuilt his dead

daughter as a doll, a vessel for his grief

when she died at only five years old–

you can recreate such tiny dimensions,

even make the body move: mold

hollow ears to speak to, comb her hair,

locks made out of the real thing.

It isn’t at odds with his Treatise on Man,

how all of our bodies are machines

functioning not unlike the clock,

with its counterweights, its wheels.

When Descartes packed his doll daughter

and set sail to Sweden, you can imagine

the captain’s surprise when he opened

the wooden box: he threw this soul-

less girl-body overboard, while Descartes’

own death remains contested–

An arsenic-laced wafer? A tumor?

Pneumonia? You might ask

Texts for Galatea’s Dream

what sort of maker sets up so many

possibilities of destruction, but consider

the clockmaker’s job: to look for rust

and wear or whether a human just

spilled wine or knocked the clock over.

You’ll have to go elsewhere for philosophies

of bodies in motion, the collision of two

machines and what to do if one or both

of them have a soul. Those who bought

and signed Descartes’ skull wanted to claim

what it had housed, his remains now no

different than a metal head riddled

with graffiti. Still, it’s not hard to imagine

him alive, cradling the automaton daughter

in his cabin, begging his god to give back

the soul to the machine he had made.

Oh You Robot Saints!, 

Carnegie Mellon University Press, 2021



Hannah Ensor (they + she) is a poet and essayist working around

topics of pop culture, sports, queer television, and mass media. Their

first book of poetry is Love Dream With Television (Noemi Press,

2018). With Natalie Diaz she served as associate editor of Bodies Built

for Game, an anthology of contemporary sports literature, and with

Laura Wetherington and Jill Darling she co-wrote the collaborative

poetry chapbook at the intersection of 3.

In 2019 they won the Judith A. Markowitz Award for Emerging

Writers from Lambda Literary. Their writing has appeared in literary

journals and anthologies, including the PEN Poetry Series, The

Academy of American Poets’ Poem-a-Day, Essay Daily, JUPITER88,

and Anne Carson: Ecstatic Lyre. 

They currently teach courses on contemporary poetry, creative

writing, and contemporary sports literature in the University of

Michigan’s Residential College and English Department. Until

December 2017, they served as the Literary Director at the University

of Arizona Poetry Center; she has also worked as an Assistant

Professor (Fixed Term) of Creative Writing at Michigan State

University, and at the University of Michigan as an instructor at the

New England Literature Program (NELP) and as the manager of the

Hopwood Awards Program.

 

Hannah is an editor of textsound.org, a contributing poetry editor for

DIAGRAM, and has served as president of the board of directors of

Casa Libre en la Solana. She has taken author portraits of 50+ poets

and writers, appearing in venues such as Bookforum, The New York

Times, Los Angeles Times, Newsweek, and in holdings of the LaVerne

Harrell Clark Photographic Collection at the University of Arizona

Poetry Center. From 2011-2014, she played drums with John Melillo

as one half of the Tucson-based noise-pop band Algae & Tentacles.

Rebecca Morgan Frank’s fourth collection of poems is

Oh You Robot Saints! (Carnegie Mellon UP, 2021). Her

previous collections are Sometimes We’re All Living in a

Foreign Country and The Spokes of Venus, both from

Carnegie Mellon UP, and Little Murders Everywhere

(Salmon Poetry), finalist for the Kate Tufts Discovery

Award. Her poems have appeared in such places as The

New Yorker, American Poetry Review, The Southern

Review, Academy of American Poets’ Poem-a-Day, and

Poetry Ireland. She is the recipient of the Poetry

Society of America’s Alice Fay di Castanola Award, as

well as fellowships from the Mississippi Arts

Commission, Virginia Center for the Creative Arts, and

the Ragdale Foundation. She is co-founder and editor-

in-chief of the online magazine Memorious. She

teaches in the MFA Program in Poetry and Prose at

Northwestern University. 
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Escher Keys Program Notes

Movement 1: Ascending and Descending (1960)

 

Duration: 9:14

 

Mapped by register, irregular rhythmic patterns,

endlessly rising canons and forever loops, the first

movement is the longest of the concerto drawing

on a traditional soloist/ensemble relationship.

Starting with a dirge-like march reflecting the

monotony of the circling monks, the piece shifts

abruptly to the working activity of the monks with

no practical purpose. With some variation, this

pattern continues until the middle section of the

piece, which descends to the second tier of

Escher’s artwork; this section is focused on

contemplation, reflecting out and the solemn

arches representing the endless process of finite.

Slowly descending to the third tier with Shepard

tones in the background sounding as if the lines are

moving upwards and downwards simultaneously, a

familiar canon by Bach appears before returning to

the forever loops. The movement ends with the

figure looking outwards, monochromatic, as if a

descent into nothing. Like Escher’s piece, this

movement grapples with double meaning and

contradiction. 



Movement 2: Three Worlds (1955) 

Duration: 6 minutes 

The second movement reflects a less conversational

relationship between the soloist and the orchestra. The

timbre and dialogue is more subtle and introspective.

There is great room for the soloist to interpret his

perception of the artwork in the movement. This

movement begins submerged under water, in the

underworld. Gradually climbing through the reflected

branches the second section of this movement moves

into bird song. Starting out with a Messiaen-inspired

bird song, the music moves to a deep cormorant call

(native to Louisiana), a brief cry from a white-throated

sparrow and general songbird calls all layer to create an

otherworldly pallet. The descent of the leaves falling

takes the listener back into the world below thus

merging the three perspectives: the world above, below

and on the surface. 



Movement 3: Day and Night (1937) 

and Waterfall (1961) 

Duration: 8:23

 

The third movement moves from Escher’s Day and Night into Waterfall to create a

symmetrical conclusion to Escher Keys. Beginning in the sky of the first image, the listener

moves back and forth, side to side between viewing the white birds and black birds, neither

of which visually can be seen at the same time. Moving into the patterned, chess-like view

of the fields, the viewer is confronted with two opposing rivers. Wooden timbres comprise

much of the timbre pallet. Day and Night is the only woodcut I selected to be included in

this piece. All the other pieces are lithographs. As the opposing rivers move into the cities,

the listener shifts from Day and Night into Waterfall, which continues with fluid flowing

movement from the opposing rivers. Like the first movement, the soloist in this movement

retains its more traditional relationship with the orchestra interjecting his statements often

to have the orchestra respond with atmospheric tessellations. After building back up solid

pillars of the castle-like structure, defying logic, the middle section of this movement

deconstructs from birds into missiles. The mysterious Shepard tones return over the war

zone to conclude with the over blowing airy texture of the opening and perpetual motion of

the rising harmonic series. 



Gibson’s music has been described as “shocking, gripping and thought-provoking… conjuring a flurry of emotions” (PARMA recordings).  She is a

regular cross-disciplinary collaborator, having worked with choreographers, visual artists, writers, film makers and musicians. In 2015, Gibson

released her first compilation CD, ArtIfacts, with her second recording, Sky-born, following in November 2017 through Navona/Parma

Recordings. The latest presents new works including Blackbird, which features Cascade Quartet. The music draws inspiration from a variety of

artistic mediums: “haunting and epic with visceral energy.” Her piano preludes Conundrums are inspired by a series of paintings by Baltimore-

based artist Jim Condron and performed by Holly Roadfedlt. Pieces by long-time collaborators Michael Hall, UMKC colleagues and Megan Ihnen

are also featured on the album in Spark and One Voice.

As Gramophone magazine describes, “repertoire on this recording was mostly inspired by poetry and paintings. What binds these pieces are

Gibson’s concise handling of musical materials and her spectrum of sonic approaches.” Sky-born displays a compelling contemporary voice

with a restless imagination, able to morph other forms of artistic expression into daring, musical odysseys.”

 

In August 2017, Gibson was the first-annual commissioned composer for the Baroque on Beaver Orchestra led by Robert Nordling. The

ensemble showcased her piece, Secret Sky, music inspired by the bird migration patterns on the island. Collaboration is integral to Gibson’s

process; whether through her music, collaborations or teaching, she hopes to achieve a relationship between the macro and micro. In 2019,

Gibson premiered four new works White Ash, The Clockmaker’s Doll, Four Modes and Mirror, Mirror and traveled to Athens, Greece to record

Secret Sky with the Athens Philharmonic Orchestra which will be included in a compilation CD released by Navona. Additionally, Secret Sky was

included in the 10th annual season opener by the Chicago Composers Orchestra and a newly arranged version was included by LSU Symphonic

Winds. In 2020-21, Mara work will be dedicated to a large scale new bassoon concerto Escher Keys.

 

Dr. Gibson taught as an Associate Teaching Professor at the UMKC Conservatory of Music and Dance for over ten years, where she was

founder of the UMKC Composition Workshop and co-director/founder of ArtSounds.  From 2015-2017, she coordinated undergraduate

composition, managing to triple the Conservatory’s undergraduate composition enrollment. Gibson has also contributed to New Music Box and

in fall 2017, she joined Louisiana State University as a Visiting Assistant Professor; fall 2018, Gibson became Associate Professor of Composition

at LSU.

Composer Mara Gibson is originally from Charlottesville, VA, graduated from Bennington College

and completed her Ph.D. at SUNY Buffalo. She also attended London College of Music as well as

L’École des Beaux-Arts in Fontainebleau, France and the International Music Institute at

Darmstadt, Germany. She has earned grants and honors from the American Composer’s Forum; the

Banff Center; Louisiana Division of the Arts; Arts KC; Meet the Composer; the Kansas Arts

Commission National Endowment for the Arts; the International Bass Society; ASCAP, the John

Hendrick Memorial Foundation; Virginia Center for the Arts; and Yale University. Recently, she

enjoyed a residency at the MacDowell Colony and was awarded an ATLAS grant through the

Louisiana Board of Regents for her bassoon concerto. Internationally renowned ensembles and

soloists perform her music throughout the United States, Canada, South America, Australia, Asia,

and Europe.
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A dedicated teacher, Mr. Hale has presented master classes in a variety of venues including the International Double Reed Society Conference in 2019, Meg

Quigley Symposium Pre-College Camp in 2021, Hot Springs Festival, Midwest Musical Imports Master Class Series, and at many universities and

conservatories throughout the United States including the College-Conservatory of Music, University of Texas Austin, Baylor University, Ohio State

University, University of Southern Mississippi, and University of Georgia Athens. During the 2020 Covid pandemic, Mr. Hale worked with colleagues Ann

Shoemaker (Baylor) and Yoon Joo Hwang (UCF) to create a series of online masterclasses that virtually connected students from around the globe with

major international professional bassoonists for a series of masterclasses. This seven-part series entitled the International Bassoon Meet-up featured more

the 42 young bassoonists from five continents performing for the principal bassoonists from the Berlin Philharmonic (Stefan Schweigert), the New York

Philharmonic (Judith LeClair and Kim Laskowski), Los Angeles Philharmonic (Whitney Crockett and Shawn Mouser), Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra

(Gustavo Nuñez), and Vienna Philharmonic (Sophie Dervaux) among others. Mr. Hale also currently serves as a co-editor with Amy Pollard (UGA) of the IDRS

Online Fingering Chart Project and as a Competition Committee member of the Meg Quigley Vivaldi Competition. 

As an active advocate for the expansion of the bassoon repertoire, Darrel Hale has commissioned several new works from bassoon and voice with his duo

partner, mezzo-soprano Megan Ihnen. These new works include Ahead of All Parting (2019) by Jenni Brandon, Aurora (2019) by Hannah Rice, White Ash

(2019) by Mara Gibson, Washing Water Buffalo in the Ocean (2019) by Gregory Brown, and Millary Songs (2020) by Dana Kaufman. Hale has also been a

consortium member on works by Drew Baker and Nico Muhly. In May 2021, Darrel Hale will premiere a new concerto for bassoon and orchestra written for

him by Mara Gibson entitled Escher Keys. 

As a recitalist, Darrel Hale has performed at several International Double Reed Society Conferences including those held in Spain and Tokyo, Japan as well as

at the Meg Quigley Symposiums in 2019 and 2021 and International Clarinet Association Conferences in 2014 and 2016. As a soloist, Mr. Hale has appeared

with the ensembles at LSU performing the Mozart Concerto in Bb Major, K. 191, Weber’s Andante and Hungarian Rondo, and Ellen Taaffe Zwilich’s Concerto.

In January 2020, Hale appeared with his colleagues in the Baton Rouge Symphony Orchestra to perform the Mozart Sinfonia Concertante with BRSO under

the direction of Maestro Timothy Muffitt. 

Mr. Hale received a Bachelor of Music degree in bassoon performance from the University of Colorado at Boulder where he studied with Dr. Yoshiyuki

Ishikawa. He continued his training at the College-Conservatory of Music in Cincinnati, OH where he studied extensively with William Winstead. His other

teachers include Per Hannevold and Chad Cognata. When not practicing, teaching, or making reeds, Darrel can be found hiking, roasting coffee, pursuing his

certification in Body Mapping, or reading on the couch with his dog (Scrapple) and two cats (Nugget and Turkey). In the fall of 2021, Mr. Hale will join the

faculty at the University of North Texas as the Associate Professor of Bassoon.

A native of Denver, Colorado, Darrel Hale is currently the Associate Professor of Bassoon at Louisiana State

University and the Principal Bassoon of the Baton Rouge Symphony Orchestra Before coming to LSU, Mr.

Hale served as the Acting Principal Bassoon of the Knoxville Symphony Orchestra under Lucas Richmond.

An active orchestral performer, Mr. Hale has also served as the principal bassoonists of the Kentucky

Symphony Orchestra and Springfield Symphony Orchestra and performed with a number of other

orchestras including the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, Louisiana Philharmonic, Dayton Philharmonic,

Cincinnati Chamber Orchestra, Gulf Port Symphony, Shreveport Symphony, Meridian Symphony,

Chattanooga Symphony, and Cincinnati Symphony Chamber Players. As a fellow at the Aspen Music

Festival, Hale performed as a member of the Aspen Academy of Conducting Orchestra under Maestro

David Zinman and for three summers as the second bassoon in the Aspen Festival Orchestra alongside Per

Hannevold. 
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Megan Ihnen is a “new music force of nature.” Her performances thrive on elaborate sound

worlds and fully-developed dramatic interpretations. A gifted narrative and non-narrative

musical storyteller, Megan’s performance work explores the depths of memory, nostalgia,

the perception of time, and complex relationships. Passionate about contemporary chamber

music and opera, Megan has worked with individuals and ensembles around the globe

including: International Contemporary Ensemble, Fifth House Ensemble, Great Noise

Ensemble, Rhymes With Opera, and Synchromy. She is deeply committed to the belief that

new music should be performed and loved in communities of all sizes. She has recently

traveled to and performed on SPLICE Festival, Oh My Ears, ÆPEX Contemporary

Performance, Detroit New Music “Strange Beautiful Music Marathon”, Omaha Under the

Radar Festival, Works and Process at the Guggenheim Series, and New Music Gathering. Her

voice and saxophone duo Megan Ihnen & Alan Theisen present… has traveled to twenty four

cities in the US since 2017. Learn more about Megan at meganihnen.com.

Beginning January 2021, Scott Terrell, is the newly named Director of Orchestral Studies at

Louisiana State University (LSU) following two decades of teaching and conducting

including at the Aspen Music Festival and School. Maestro Terrell was Music Director of the

Lexington Philharmonic from 2009-2019, where he transformed the orchestra with

imaginative programs, engaging presence, and artistic excellence. As a guest conductor,

important debuts included the Pittsburgh Symphony, San Diego Symphony, Orquesta

Filarmónica de Bogotá, Fort Worth Symphony and re-engagements with Arizona Opera,

Baltimore Symphony, and the Rochester Philharmonic. Terrell has conducted orchestras

worldwide including the Philadelphia Orchestra, Houston Symphony, St. Louis Symphony,

Vancouver Symphony and the National Arts Centre Orchestra. Maestro Terrell has led many

international organizations including Opera Colorado, Opera Hong Kong, Colorado

Symphony, Arizona Opera, Minnesota Opera, Minnesota Orchestra, Rotterdam Philharmonic,

Hong Kong Sinfonietta, Milwaukee Symphony, and the Spoleto Festival.



Equally skilled as a soloist, chamber and orchestral violist, Kimberly Sparr has garnered praise for her versatility and

virtuosity across the United States and beyond. She is the Associate Professor of Viola at Louisiana State University, a

founding member of Atlantic Chamber Ensemble and is the assistant principal viola of the Colorado Music Festival

Orchestra. As an orchestral violist, Sparr was the assistant principal violist of Virginia’s Richmond Symphony from 2008-

13 and has performed with the Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra, National Symphony Orchestra, and the Washington

National Opera, among others. Her festival participation includes New Hampshire Music Festival; Tanglewood Music

Center; the Verbier Festival Orchestra in Switzerland; the Festival Mozaic and Cabrillo Festival of Contemporary Music in

California; Sarasota Music Festival; and the Lake George Music Festival in New York. Sparr has appeared as a concerto

soloist with the Amarillo Virtuosi, the Pittsburgh Civic Orchestra, the Texas Tech University Symphony Orchestra,

Colorado Music Festival Orchestra, and the Lubbock Symphony Orchestra.

Alan Theisen is a composer, saxophonist, author, and educator. His philosophy of creating and sharing new music with

joyously unrestrained enthusiasm is evident in Theisen’s multiple artistic endeavors. His compositions encompass a wide

array of genres and instrumentation including chamber music, art song, solo piano, concerti, jazz, symphonies,

improvisational music, and more. An active saxophonist, Theisen concertizes in classical recitals, gigs with jazz bands and

musical theater productions, directs multiple ensembles, and premieres/records the music of fellow contemporary

composers. As a music theorist, he specializes in the analysis and pedagogy of post-1900 classical music, presenting

award-winning research on these topics at national and regional academic conferences. Theisen was a tenured Associate

Professor of Music at Mars Hill University (North Carolina) where he coordinated the music theory/composition curriculum

from 2011 to 2021 before he resigned to devote more time to composition and performance. 

Rachel M. Harris is an award winning free-lance opera director based in Baton Rouge, LA. She began her career in 1997

working with the Boston University Tanglewood Institute. Harris is a Resident Director for Heartland Opera Theatre, and

Guest Artist Stage Director for The Varna International Opera Academy; Southeastern Louisiana University; and former

Guest Artist Director for the University of Utah, Logan.  Her free-lance credits include: Opera Louisiane; University of

Missouri, Kansas City; Loyola University; Druid City Opera Workshop; Raven Summer Opera, and Louisiana State University.  

Dr. Harris holds a DMA from Louisiana State University, BM in Vocal Performance from Fredonia State University and MM in

Opera from Binghamton University in conjunction with the Tri-Cities Opera Artist Residence Training Program. Recent

awards include: The American Prize in Directing and Opera Production; National Opera Association in Opera Production;

Tribute to the Classical Arts Creative Achievement in Opera.  For more information:

http://rharrisdirector.wixsite.com/rachel-harris-opera
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